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Abstract 
There is a popular perception that Ireland’s musical reputation is based principally on its 
traditional music with other musical genres featuring to a lesser extent. This paper explores 
the musical reputation of a small area in the West of Ireland, East County Galway. Focusing 
on the emerging musical identities of 14 young Irish adults, it illustrates how the sociocultural 
context of a particular learning environment can exert dynamic influences on pathways of 
musical growth. The study is informed by accounts of musical learning ranging from pre-
school to young adulthood stages and it is sited in primary and secondary level schools as 
well as in the homes and the local communities. This emerging empirical data is linked with 
historical perspectives and methods of learning distinctive to the East Galway area. Also 
included are findings that suggest that musical development is enriched when learning 
systems used in this traditional culture integrate with other methodologies, both formal and 
informal. The paper will conclude with a proposed construct of a musical identity specific to 
the East Galway region. 
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Introduction: the East Galway context 

Fig 1: Location of Study 

 

The location of this study extends north and east of Galway Bay for a radius of 20 to 30 

miles. This region plays host to an interesting cluster of cultures. To the west of this site, the 

area called the Connemara Gaeltacht is a stronghold of the Irish language and a locale in 

which traditional music, song and dance are also nurtured. At the south of the district lies 

the city of Galway, a dynamic community that enjoys a plethora of musical traditions. A 

third influence is the Irish construct of schooling with its pronounced influence of Western 

European culture as embodied in the primary and particularly the secondary school 

curricula of the 1980s and the 1990s. The main thrust of this paper is an investigation of the 

manner in which this tri-partite symbiosis moulds the development of young musicians in 

the area. The 14 young respondents in this study are successful musicians and now aged 

between 20 and 30 years, they are all playing or teaching music in a variety of genres. They 

have been educated in different parts of the county; the city of Galway, the three small 

towns Tuam, Loughrea and Headford, and the village of Corofin. All musicians have 
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provided information in a short questionnaire and have participated in a semi-structured 

interview. Focus on these emerging musical pathways has been divided into four areas, 

three of which are linked to the stages of schooling: pre-school, primary level and second 

level. The fourth sector runs alongside the other three and centres on the influence of 

community music.  

 

Pre-school environment 

 

The musicians in this study were all born in the early to mid 1980’s and at this time in East 

Galway, the most common pre-school musical environment constituted a family home with 

three or four children. 

Table 1: First Encounters with Music (n=14) 

Family 

Performing 

Family Listening Family 

Performing 

Family Listening Family Listening 

Irish Traditional Irish Traditional Classical Classical Rock/Country 

7 3 1 1 1 

 

Describing their earliest musical memories, 10 of the interviewees remember first becoming 

aware of music in Irish Traditional style. As the table illustrates, some of these respondents 

remember listening to music being played on local radio or on cassette tape. This music 

included the work of local artists, the singing of Dolores Keane for example, or the 

traditional fiddle playing of Matt Cunningham.  
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As shown on the table, these encounters relate to music that is more often performed 

by a member of the family. For instance, Nadine’s father plays to his daughter as he learns a 

traditional tune on the banjo. Ciara’s mother is making music on the button-accordion. 

Breege’s granddad makes bodhráns, (traditional Irish drums made of goatskin) which are 

then played by her father and her brother. The most common experience, as Tracey 

remembers, is that of a father or a brother playing the tin whistle or singing spontaneously. 

These encounters involve listening to performance with an ‘active maker’ as described by 

Young (1995, p.51) and it is the parents, along with other family members who are the 

important ‘key others’ labeled by Davidson et al. (1997, p.197-203). 

In addition to listening, these young Irish children are also responding actively to the 

traditional musical stimuli. Andrew, having watched a friend perform, decides to take up the 

button accordion and at the age of five he begins lessons with his own accordion. Nadine 

nags her mother to ‘find lessons’ so she can ‘play the fiddle like her cousin’. Tracey, aged 

four, remembers asking her Dad to ‘show her tunes on the fiddle’. This is exactly the ‘active 

response’ to musical environment tabulated by Plomin et al. in 1977, and it becomes a  

likely harbinger of success as the families reciprocate further, reaching out from the home 

environment to traditional music-making in the community. Breege recalls watching her 

brothers rehearse in the local hall, and at the age of three being given a shaker and ‘starting 

into it…just to make a noise’. Nadine remembers as a pre-school child trying to copy her 

brothers by learning to play an Irish polka. Her proud parents subsequently bring her to the 

local traditional community class to display her achievement!  

There is a sense that young observers at this pre-school stage are picking up strong 

cultural signals from traditional Irish music-making. This process, coined ‘enculturation’ by 

Herskovitz (1948, p.39), is described by Green as ‘immersion in the everyday music and 
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musical experience of one’s social context’ (2002, p.22). It is evident here in many of the 

homes and perhaps more significantly, it is manifesting in the link between music-making 

in the homes and in the local communities.    

 

Primary school environment 

 

Embarking on their primary education around the age of five, these young children attend 

institutions which range in size from small rural two-teacher schools to larger 

establishments in the towns and in Galway city. Class size also varies accordingly ranging 

from a very small group of 5 pupils to the more usual 30- 35 pupils per class. 

Many of the respondents refer to this school as their ‘National School’, a term that 

resonates with the ‘comprehensive Gaelic revival plan’ instigated by the Irish Government 

in the aftermath of political independence some 80 years earlier. This plan as documented 

by McCarthy (1999, p.117-120), led to the singing of Irish and Anglo-Irish songs in the 

primary classes and when books of instrumental music were subsequently introduced, these 

‘Gaelic Tunes’ were played on the tin whistle. The utilization of songs, tunes and 

instruments associated with the traditional culture was resonant with the government’s 

promotion of Irish musical heritage and by the late 1930s and early 1940s, whistle bands 

had became popular in the primary schools. 

Returning to this East Galway study some 80 years later, the primary school 

environment is remarkably similar. Of the 14 musicians, 13 describe first classroom music 

lessons where they also play Irish tunes on the tin whistle. Rehearsals are part of the normal 

daily classroom routine. 

Ronan I used to really enjoy the tin whistle. We’d always have 10 minutes a 
day. 
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Breege In ‘baby infants’ [year one in the Irish primary school system] we were 
playing polkas straight away. You had a tin whistle at home and a tin 
whistle in school so there was no excuse. 

Young musicians also remember preparations for the celebration of St Patrick’s Day, 

Ireland’s national holiday. In this instance religious and nationalist sentiments of the area 

combine as primary school bands march in the neighboring towns and villages. Collette 

describes ‘learning a few tunes every year for St. Patrick’s Day’. Andrew remembers being 

brought to the school gym to practice playing and marching for the St. Patrick’s parade while 

Norah talks of learning Irish marches ‘from the board’ in preparation for St. Patrick’s Day. 

These primary school bands of the 1980’s now boast a variety of traditional instruments, with 

button accordions, melodicas and fiddles joining the tin whistles. In addition, at this level, the 

young musicians are encouraged to diversify and begin learning a second instrument.	   For 

example, Tracey aged five plays the tin whistle in school and the fiddle at home with her Dad. 

Ian, once started on the tin whistle, is encouraged to ‘branch out’ to the banjo as soon as 

possible while Collette learns the button accordion and the tin whistle simultaneously. 

 

Notation systems 

A second finding in this environment is the strong link between methodologies used in the 

primary schools and that which is employed in the community for traditional lessons. These 

young musicians describe transcribing from ‘letters on the blackboard’ or writing ‘letters in 

a note-book’. By way of illustration, the first section of the popular double jig ‘The Irish 

Washerwoman’ is written here in conventional notation. 

Fig 2: The Irish Washerwoman Notation 
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It might be written thus in the letter system: 

Jig in G major         

D'CI BGG   DGG I BGB  D'CB I CAA   EAA ICAC   E'D'C IBGG   DGG I BGB   D'- B ICBC   AD'C I BGG  

G- 

This system, a type of notational memory aid, is used in conjunction with learning 

by ear and as is illustrated above, it involves writing out the melody of the tune in letter 

names. Bar-lines are sometimes included but often there is no corresponding organization 

applied to the rhythm of the tune. In fact methods in general are not consistent varying from 

teacher to teacher within the locality and also from region to region. 

The use of alternative indigenous notation systems, some from as early as the 

nineteenth century, is documented by McCarthy, (1999, p.101-103), and an interesting 

study of the ‘Sliabh Luachra Code’ by Cranitch (1996) illustrates two imaginative systems 

of tablature, one for the fiddle and one for the button accordion, which were employed by 

Pádraig O Keeffe, a teacher working in the border areas of County Cork and County Kerry 

in the 1950s. 

   Looking back on her experiences in 1980s Galway, Ciara describes notebooks full 

of letters, where occasionally there might have been ‘a long line drawn ...  to maybe hold 

the note if that one was longer than the one before it’, while Breege recounts the use of 

conventional notation and the letter system simultaneously. This lack of consistency is 

perhaps not as remiss as it would seem. These young students of Irish music are already 

familiar with the dance metres commonly in use, (for example 4/4 for a reel or 6/8 for a 

double-jig), and a letter plan to guide or aid the melodic memory is more than adequate. The 

first learning contact remains the actual sound of the music when the teacher plays or lilts 

the tune and the student listens. This experience, described by Shepherd et al (1977) as ‘an 
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immediate rather than a mediated relationship with the music’ is a process which resonates 

thirty years later as the young adults in this study describe their learning methods in a 

variety of genres.  

 

The Specialist music teacher 

 

Illustrating a third important trend at this level, 11 of the 14 players in this study describe 

being taught by a visiting teacher.  These musicians are not employed by the Department of 

Education but are talented traditional performers and teachers from the local community. 

They visit weekly, sometimes collaborating with the class teacher and sometimes 

instructing the more senior classes. Rachael says, 

…  we had tin whistle and up until our second or third class [year four in 
the Irish primary school system] it was just our normal teacher and then 
we had some people coming in. 
 

Breege describes a very significant experience: 

Our class teacher, she used to line us up to face the board. She’d put up the 
notes and she’d stamp her foot. And the school had such a big music 
involvement that you couldn’t avoid it, you just expected it. For junior and 
senior infants (years one and two), music was in class, and further up we 
had an outside teacher who came in. 

 
For Ciara the encounter is intense, perhaps even formative: 

The lady who came into our primary school to teach Irish music…That 
took up such a chunk of my life. It was her influence ... her enthusiasm for 
Irish music. 

 

Musical encounter at Primary level is intrinsically linked to music-making in the local 

community culture regarding methodology and the choice of instruments. Ó Súilleabháin 

(1996, p.5) describes this relationship as a ‘living bridge’ by which young musicians can 

come to know the social context of their musical heritage. In this enquiry the ‘living bridge’ 

can boast a two-way traffic system because once the children have mastered a few tunes in 
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the school classes, they can bring their skills back to the community and join the weekly 

evening sessions.  

At this point it is worth considering Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann, an association 

which features commonly in the accounts of the interviewees and one which is responsible 

for the most dynamic growth and development of Irish musical culture in the East Galway 

community.    Founded in 1951, this movement is involved in the preservation and 

promotion of Irish traditional music countrywide. It organizes community classes and 

weekly sessions in local halls and school buildings and it also co-ordinates a thriving 

infrastructure of competitive festivals or feiseanna culminating in the all-Ireland Festival or 

Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann.	   Here a strong sense of ‘the musical community ‘prevails.	  

Tracey remembers, ‘It was nearly like a day out going to the fleadh’. Breege recalls 

travelling to the fleadh in a community bus which had been subsidized by the local football 

club! 

Throughout the adolescent years, musical activity plays an important role in the 

construction of social identity. To be part of the ‘in crowd’ playing the ‘in music’ going to 

the competition, these are social markers as well as creative pursuits. (Tarrant, North and 

Hargreaves, 2002. p.137). In East Galway the absence of an established youth club 

infrastructure means that organizations such as Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann often become a 

hub of social as well as cultural activity. Breege recalls: 

 

It was great when we got older. We weren’t going out to discos....and 
’cause no-one had a social life, it was our way of socializing. 

 

Secondary school environment 

Entrance to Irish second level education in the mid 1990s coincided with the advent of new 

certificate curricula in both the junior and senior cycles. These syllabi represented a moving 
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away from an almost complete adherence to Western art music traditions and signaled a 

new inclusivity with all musical styles now welcome. In addition, since 1996 the senior 

cycle music programme has embodied a potential 50% weighting of the total marks for a 

performance elective. It would seem that in the second level classroom the local musical 

culture of East Galway now has the potential to feature strongly alongside other styles.  

Responses of the 14 interviewees in this area are varied and they fall into three 

categories.  In the first case, performance at second level is enjoyed frequently, but usually 

in more conventional ensembles such as the school choir or the orchestra. In a second 

instance, regular classroom performance is planned but it rarely happens, occurring only in 

a burst of activity approaching practical examinations. Happily, the third and largest group 

(about 50%), recount very positive experiences where their skills in traditional music are 

accepted and celebrated regularly in the second level classroom. They perform with and for 

their peers, they play at lunch-time concerts and they can share gigs with their musician 

friends in the community. In the ‘musicing’ mode central to Elliott’s paraxial philosophy 

(1995), they work their own arrangements, sometimes fusing their traditional performance 

with other genres.  

Collette elucidates the importance of this type of group performance: 

There were lots of people who were really good classical players... also 
really good traditional players and there were lots of people who didn’t 
excel in any particular field, but when everybody worked together it all 
worked. 

When the socializing blends with ‘musicing’, (ibid.,1995) and when the young players 

develop a non-verbal togetherness, then the musical moment becomes special. 

Ian  It was never said or anything but we ... as well as being friends 
and having conversations, we had musical conversations when 
we played. And you learn an awful lot about people. And it’s 
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hard when you get that buzz to ... you know it’s almost like a 
drug ... you need to get it!  

Breege You were so used to playing with each other you just had to look 
and you’d know... Can the arrangement change now or will we 
get faster or get slower? 

In 2008, Green (p.124) describes this state as being possessed of a kind of ‘spontaneous 

interpersonal togetherness’. In some secondary school environments this togetherness is 

projected outward and the ‘living bridge’ between school and community becomes a well-

trodden road as the students reach out with their musical activities.  

Collette We would play for all sorts of ... not so much competitions but 
some different events in the community…and outside of our 
own community. One that immediately comes to mind would be 
a Telethon concert that was put on in the local hall and also 
there were other musicians that weren’t in the school involved 
in that and we worked with them. 

Later, Collette recalls: 

We got to record with some other artists and do shows with some other 
professional musicians who contacted the teacher and asked for students to 
get involved. So there was huge activity all the time, every month of every 
year. 

Anna, meanwhile, comments: 

I remember playing at the hospital at Christmas. Just to be able to do that 
was wonderful. It was something special ... to be able to give in that way.  

  If the experiences of these 14 teenagers (especially those in the second level 

classrooms) are considerably varied, there are three areas where their approach to various 

musical encounters at this stage remains remarkably similar, namely, Multi-instrumental 

talent, Bi-musicality and Playing by ear. 
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Multi-instrumental talent 

The ability to play more than one instrument seems standard in this group, and the sources 

so far have shown that the impetus for this diversification often begins within the Irish 

tradition itself. It is true that a genre that is mainly melodic might lend itself quite easily to 

such diversification and this phenomenon certainly resonates with Irish traditional 

musicians in the professional limelight. Button accordion player Sharon Shannon also plays 

fiddle, tin-whistle and melodeon while Frankie Gavin is noted as much for fiddle playing as 

for his virtuosity on flute and tin whistle. As Table 2 below shows, no player in this study 

has a working knowledge of less than three instruments (basic skills on additional 

instruments are not included). 

 

Table 2: Multi-instrumental Table 

 

 

In this sample, to be multi-instrumental is the norm. It certainly seems useful for survival as 

a professional musician in East Galway. Two examples illustrate this point. Collette, when 

auditioning to be a singer in Gráda, (a traditional / folk group), used her voice and played 

both fiddle and guitar. She was also asked to perfect her bodhrán playing, a fourth 

instrument being deemed useful. Nadine has been organizer of a student string quartet that 
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performs at weddings. In her efforts to locate suitable players for the various weddings, it 

has been an invaluable asset to be technically proficient in violin, viola and ‘cello.  

 

Bi-musicality 

In the present study, playing with confidence on more than one instrument has spread to 

performing with confidence in different genres.  All members of the sample can be said to 

be bi-musical and describe playing in more than one musical style on the appropriate 

instruments.  Of the 14 respondents, 10 play in three or more styles. The following table 

outlines three developmental profiles. 

 

Table 3: Instrumental Profile 

Approximate Age Ian’s Profile Dara’s Profile Nadine’s Profile 

5 Yrs. 
Traditional Tin 

whistle/Banjo 
Classical Piano/ Recorder Traditional Keyboard/ Fiddle 

10 Yrs. Rock Drums Traditional Flute Classical Violin/Piano 

12 Yrs. Jazz Trombone Rock Drums Traditional Concertina 

15 Yrs. Classical Singing Jazz Saxophone Classical Viola/Cello 

 

 

The term ‘bi-musicality’ as coined by Hood (1960) is defined by O’Flynn (2005) as the 

ability to have an understanding of and be proficient in ‘the technical requirements and 

stylistic nuances of two distinct musical systems’. Again there are examples of ‘key others’. 
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McCarthy (1996) cites the example of the young Irish students of Maoin Cheoil Chois 

Chláir who are learning both classical music and traditional music simultaneously in the 

manner of young bilingual children. In the professional limelight, Zoë Conway a young 

violinist equally at home with both classical and traditional styles has toured with the Irish 

Chamber Orchestra and has won an all-Ireland Senior Fiddle Championship at the Fleadh 

Cheoil na hÉireann. Cora Venus Lunny, also a violinist and RTE’s Musician of the Future 

in 1999, has recently joined Jewish Kletzmer band ‘Yurodny’ while continuing to perform 

her classical repertoire. Iarla Ó Lionaird, a traditional sean-nós singer, collaborates with 

contemporary musicians Donnacha Dennehy and the Crash Ensemble. These ‘highly 

positive identity models’ (Csikszentmihalyi et al 1993) are certainly giving example of 

musical adaptability as they transfer from style to style. 

 

Playing by Ear 

Almost all the musicians in this study have encountered traditional music as a first activity. 

Although only four now pursue it as a main encounter, the majority (12 of the 14 musicians) 

still prefer to learn by ear. This predilection is perhaps to be expected in the traditional and 

folk music styles. Both Collette and Liam for example, describe their current learning 

methods as ‘almost 100% by ear’. It is interesting that Tracey and  

Ciara the secondary school music teachers, both enjoy working a lot by ear. For example: 

Tracey I depend on my ear a lot. Only if a piece is particularly difficult 
would I try to get some notation.  

Of most significance is the response of the classical musicians. Nadine the viola player and 

Ronan the violinist consider working by ear to be their main method, despite the fact that 

they both can sight-read conventional notation with ease. 
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Ronan If I use my ear, I can learn a piece straight away. I do these 
 chamber music weekends. We’d play in sextets quartets octets. 
If I was pushed for time I’d have the music in front of me and 
I’d put on the CD. I can hear the whole lot and that’s how I 
learn.... I’m a fairly decent sight reader as well! 

 

 

Conclusion 

Each of the musical environments discussed in this study has its part to play in the moulding 

of musical pathways in East Galway. Beginning with the pre-school stage, the strong 

cultural imprint has developed links with traditional Irish music making in the local 

community. This link is nurtured and strengthened at primary level as community musicians 

collaborate with the class teachers. Then as the student musicians grow older, performing in 

the community and in the secondary school, these cultural activities play an important role 

in the establishment of their social identity. Despite some variance in experiences within the 

second level classroom, some characteristics of traditional Irish musical methodologies 

remain with these players. In the manner of a first language, these aspects continue to mould 

engagement with musical encounter whatever the style. This combination of factors 

produces a young musician who is a multi-instrumentalist, who is often bi-musical and who 

has the confidence to engage with an aural immediacy whatever the musical genre. 

 In County Galway there is neither a faculty of music in the city university, a 

conservatoire of music, nor any other such third level educational institution. There is 

therefore the possibility that some of these young musicians may have diversified or moved 

sideways to engage with a different instrument or perhaps a new genre. Certainly the 

classical musicians in the study have had to travel out of the county in order to progress to a 

required standard. On the other hand, the region now boasts a number of talented multi-
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instrumentalists who have adapted to this environment and who can engage in bi-musical 

encounters while retaining a strong link with the style of their local musical culture. The 

dynamic quality of musical life in this area can only be augmented by this state of musical 

affairs. 

 

The contemporary perspective  

Since this qualitative research focuses on memories and past events of the 1980s and the 

1990s a view from the perspective of the present prompts the raising of three pertinent 

questions: 

1) How does the musical environment in an East Galway home in the 21st 

century compare with one in the 1980’s?  Does the modern pre-school 

environment still resonate with Irish traditional music-making or have factors 

such as increased use of technology affected this process of enculturation?  

 

2) In the current primary school curriculum class teachers are encouraged to 

engage completely and positively with music in their classroom. Does the link 

with the richness of Irish traditional music in the East Galway community 

remain? And if it exists, what is the nature, or the present shape of this ‘living 

bridge’? 

 

3)  Music at second level has witnessed a most positive growth. The popularity 

of the subject is unprecedented and the numbers sitting the Leaving Certificate 

exam have almost trebled in the last ten years. (State Examinations Commission 
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2007, p. 5). In this new plurality, can teachers, students and community 

musicians embrace the unique phenomenon of Irish traditional music, in a 

practical environment that is both inclusive and productive?  
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